Last year I presented the main topic of my thesis that is relational probabilistic models in these last months this topic has been focused on a precise application that is Ambient Intelligent and in particular on a system for video surveillance that uses relations between moving object to track them in a more precise way and that can use these relation to detect "complex" anomalies in the scene, like the right overtaking on the road or a unattended good.
Last year I presented the main topic of my thesis that is relational probabilistic models in these last months this topic has been focused on a precise application that is Ambient Intelligent and in particular on a system for video surveillance that uses relations between moving object to track them in a more precise way and that can use these relation to detect "complex" anomalies in the scene, like the right overtaking on the road or a unattended good. 
Anomaly Detection Learning of a model of Parallel Markov Chain
The problem we dealt with during the project was the problem of anomaly detection in a traffic video surveillance system.
We have the video expressed as a sequence of frames (images) and we have to automatically detect if a car was having an anomalous behavior.
We developped the system following the common 3 phases motion detection, tracking and finaly anomaly detection.
For this 3°step we used a statistical anomaly detection in particular a Probabilistic model based on the use of a system of parallel MC.
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Motion Detection: Signed Single Difference 1) Consider the Single Difference with its sign:
2) Positive and negative "objects" are detected.
Ghost Foreground
3) Through an heuristic FOREGROUND e GHOST are classified
In literature there are lot of works on motion detection. we chose to implement a simple method and we try to improve the single difference approach, it usually consider as foreground the pixels that come bigger that a certain threshold after the difference between the actual frame and the previouse one in module.
Our idea for motion detection hasw been to consider the single difference with its sign (not in module) making connectivity analysis and consider separatelly positive blobs by negative blobs, applying afterworld an heuristic.
The heuristic applied says that if a certain caracteristic inside the blob is different by outside the blob, the blob is a foreground blob; if not it a a ghost.
The motion detection phase presented so far is able to distinguish between ghost and foreground but isn't able to detect the areas of false negative pixels called foreground aperture. To detect this area we considered the fact that a foreground aperture area is a region between a ghost and a foreground that are "near enough" and we implemented this improvement. 
For the tracking phase for this non-relational video surveillance system, we model the state of the world with a vector reporting the position and the velocity of the moving target and we used a state of the art Kalmen Filter. We modellized the world with a DBN in which the sensorial model is leaded by a Gaussian and the transitional model is a one-step uniform motion. Normal track
Anomalous track
For the anomaly detection pahse, we had to divide the image with a grid that can be equal sized or made in a way that can follow the perspective of the scene. And we numbered the cells we obtained.
Each cell is a state of the MC and the transitions of the moving object from a cell to another is a transition of the MC model.
In this particular example we have two normal behaviour (going stright in the two directions) and one taht is anomalouse. Anomaly Detection: parallel MC If instead we learn different MCs one for each behavior, the anomalous behaviour can be detected.
1.
2.
3.
The system presented till now deals with detecting anomalyties that involve a single object (a car) but there are cases in which an anomaly is detected only if the position of the car is tracked compared to the position of other cars. Like in the right overtaking.
Or the right of way of a pedestrian with respect to a car on a pedestrian strips.
Moreover, it can be easier to detected a non-moving vehicle if we are tracking its relation with the other vehicles that are moving...
For this reason we decided, starting from a work of Sanghai, Weld and Domingos to think about passing from probabilistic models to relational probabilistic models, the system over all will change: we will not have to deal with positions but with relations, we will have not to track single positions but realtions between objects. Probabilistic Relational models has been used in different fields of Artificial Intelligence like in the developing of systems for intelligent video-games or in social networks; however these applications aren't based on a sensor models, i.e. all measurements are completely observable without error.
Probabilistic Relational models has been used also in recognition of human (or robot) activity, but this is a different application because the single movements are detected and compared to a list of movements to find the most probable sequence of movements able to recognize the activity. Moreover, in the last decade activity recognition field posed its attention on sensors different by cameras.
Relational Dynamic Bayesian Networks has been used in the Fault Detection for a factory assembly processes that once again is a different application from video surveillance, particularly because it present the intervention of someone or something during the assembly process.
The success of this models in these similar fields let us thinking in a probable success of its use in a video surveillance application. The fact that they has not been used yet in this field is motivated by the difficulty of finding a relational model able to properly interact with the sensorial model and makes the application particularly interesting. • One model for different objects • Different applications could find improvement Applying RDBNs to this particular field means to deals with new and general questions that are:
-How to monitor relations during the time, that means we'll have to modify the tracking phase to make it able to track relations and not only positions, this will lead to sequence of relations that will be useful to detect that anomalies that involve different moving objects -How to model the observation over relations. This could lead to two different problems:
1) if the sensor system is able to measure the relations by itself, we will be dealing with the problem of modeling the sensor system, 2) if the system measures characteristics of the single object and a separate system studies the relations in it, we'll be dealing with the problem of noise propagation in the relational case.
-Having the "relational tracks" (i.e. sequences of positions pared with the relations the object on that position has with the other objects) we have to deal to the detection of that anomalies that deal with two or more objects, it should be necessary to study a system able to work with transition of relations (and not of positions) Naturally, the developed relational video surveillance system, for its characteristic of dealing with classes will be able to threat with a lot of moving objects (i.e. instances of the same class)
The developed system will be useful for the application of RDBNs to other similar domains. The central aspect of a relational model is the use of objects (or classes). So we have to "objectivize" the moving object we have in the scene.
Here there is the class car that has some attributes that are stable in the time (like its color) and attributes that change over time (its position, velocity and direction) and has some relations with other cars it can encounter during its movement (its neighbors at each time and the car that is before it, but we can also think about which vehicle is on its right/left).
In particular we are interested in studying which cars are near to it and which cars are before it to have a more precise motion model of the moving object. All the attributes we are using can be computed by the position of the object this because the imput of our system comes from a single video camera.
These relations will help us in defining a transitional model that can better predict the position of targets, more over adding this relation in the state of the world, studying the succession of states will help us to detect that anomalies that involve more that one moving object. 
KALMAN FILTER
We pass now form a "normal" tracking to a relational tracking…. (t) x_1 (t+1) v_1 (t+1) x_2 (t) v_2 (t) x_2 (t+1) v_2 (t+1) d_1 (t) d_1 (t+1) d_2 (t) d_2 (t+1) The system will not be represented by a DBN but with a RDBN in which the sensor model is the same as in the non-relational case (as I said, our system is based on a single video camera only) About the sensor model we have to say that it computes the probability of the measurements on the system given the prevision over the state (that includes relations) so it has to take into account relations, but given the fact that the considered relations are simply computed over the positions of the targets the sensor model should be the same. Having a different sensor (like one able to measure the distance of the car where it is installed from another moving object) it could be possible to measure directly a relation and should be necessary to computed a properly chosen sensor model.
The transitional model is a RBN in which the velocity and the direction of the target will depends by the velocity of the targets that are in the same direction as it and that are before it. (t) x_1 (t+1) v_1 (t+1) x_2 (t) v_2 (t) x_2 (t+1) v_2 (t+1) d_1 (t) d_1 (t+1) d_2 (t) d_2 (t+1) The strong hypothesis on which a Kalman Filter is based are that the sensor model should be gaussian and the transitional model should be a linear model (to maintain its probability distribution as gaussian too).
Having a transitional model that is completely non linear in its velocity and position, we cannot use a Kalman filter.
A common approach that deals with non linear transitional model is Particle Filter that is a MCMC based methods that can deal theoretically with any kind of distribution.
Particle Filtering* Fix the number of particles: M 
* It is a tecnique that implements a recursive Bayesian Filter through a Monte Carlo simulation. The key idea is to represent the posterior pdf as a set of samples (particles) paired with weights and to filter the mesurament based on these weights..
A particle Filtering technique applies a MCMC sequentailly:
Once you fixed the number of "particles" (of samples of your distribution)
• you sample it according to your transitional model; once you sense the measurament
• You compute the weights of your hypotesys occording to your sensor model (these weights are called importance factor)
• With the operation of resampling you sample a set of particles, M particles with a probability distribution given by the computed weights these particles will be sample of the distribution p(x k+1 |x k ) from which extract the new particles x k+1 (m)
• The algorithm extract with REPLACEMENT M particles from the previouse set of particles, the distribution of the particles changes! It works ri-focusing the particles in that region of the space of the states with the highest posterior probability.
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Particle filtering operations
• Represents the posterior pdf with a set of random samplespaired with weights.
• Computes the filtering based on these weights:
Particle filters are based on recursive generation of random measures that approximate the distributions of the unknowns.
Random measures: particles and importance weights.
As new observations become available, the particles and the weights are propagated by exploiting Bayes theorem.
where x_{o:k^i} is a set of support points with weights w And x_{o:k} is the set of all the states till the time k, weights are normalized In this way an approximation the the true posterior pdf is obtained.
• It takes into consideration the notions about relations to make hypothesis about the future state of the moving targets: This is a possible model to make predictions of the future states of a moving target given its relations with other targets on the scene. This is a particular model based on the only assumpion that the transitional model of a car depends by the transitional model of the car before it. The extention of this model to more general or difficult situation is easy.
To apply a Bayesian Filter we need to represent this model through its pdf p(x_{t+1}|x_t) this can be done with a First ORder Probabilistic Tree. D.I.S.Co. Università di Milano -Bicocca
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First Order Probability Tree* * Replace the vector of probabilities with a tree structure, leaves represent probabilities for entire sets of objects, nodes represent all combinations of the propositional attributes n(x,y,t)
A FOPT is a tree that replace a vector of probabilities. It encapsulates a ordered set of probabilistic (First Order Logic) rules that give the posterior pdf of an event.
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Relational Anomaly Detection
• A more precise transitional model leads to a more precise tracking activity that allows to detect anomalies more correctly.
• Knowing the relations between objects permits to know which activity caused the detected anomaly • Adding different kind of attributes would permit to detect more kind of anomalies (e.g. being on the right could lead to the detection of the right overtaking).
The probabilistic model presented could lead to a better previsional method: as soon as the behaviour of a target (its motion) depends by another target (in the example the velocity) knowing and using this information leads to have a more precise hypothesys system that permits to have a more efficient tracker.
Enriching the state with the relation between the target and the other moving objects permits to have a "track of relations": instead of having a track composed by a sequence of position, from the tracking phase we obtain a sequence of relations (and positions of course!).
Supose to enriched the object car with the relations "being_on_the_left_of" and "being_on_the_right_of" (we already have the "being_before_of" in the class presented) and suppose a normal track is represented by a sequence of being before everytime, onother normal behaviour is represented by the sequence that sees the car being before, then on the right and then no more before (this is the representation of a left overtaking)
In such a anomaly detector system a sequence of state that sees the car being before, then on the left and then no more before (i.e. During a right overtaking) is easly detected as anomalous.
